
MUG Executive Committee Meeting  

August 18, 2010 
The Peabody Orlando, Orlando, FL 
 
I. Call to Order 
 Secretary/Treasurer Earl Higginbotham called the meeting to 
order at 4:40 p.m. Chairman Maureen Terranova had to miss the 
meeting because of a family illness. 
 
PRESENT: 
Earl Higginbotham, Secretary/Treasurer 
Brad Grant, In-House >$900 Million Representative 
Cindy Voss, In-House <$900 Million Representative 
Jane Archibald, Service Bureau >$300 Million Representative 
Roger Chalkley, Service Bureau <$300 Million Representative 
Phil Pyster, Executive Director 
Bobby Davis, Asst. Executive Director 
 
II. Approval of Minutes 
 It was moved and seconded to approve the minutes of the May 
8, 2010 Executive Committee meeting. Approved. 
 
III. Treasurer’s Report, Earl Higginbotham/Phil Pyster 
 Earl reviewed the financial statement for the period ending July 
31, 2010. MUG has $16,639.53 in checking and savings and $44,956.84 
in pre-paid expenses. Total current assets are $61,596.37. MUG has 
$8137.57 in liabilities, $2687.57 in accounts payable, and $5450 in 
deferred dues revenue. We will wrap up final annual meeting costs 
by September. He is still negotiating with the hotel but the bill should 
be about $110,000. 
 Phil provided a report of real income and expenses between 
October 2009 and July 2010, the 2010 budget, and 2011 budget 
recommendations. Phil will send a more detailed budget by 
September 1. Based on our experience at the last meeting at the 
Contemporary, he decreased conference expenses. The Executive 
Committee asked what the benefits of the $25,000 Platinum 



Sponsorship are. They felt that a limit should be placed on the 
number of company reps who can come for free. 
 FIS has agreed to pay the $20,000 sponsorship for 2011.  
 Phil will check on the rate for guests and spouses. He budgeted 
$2225 income for that line item next year but we got $5000 in 
Daytona, so that estimate should be higher. 
 Phil noted that Executive Committee expenses for this meeting 
go under 2010 Travel line item. 
 The group discussed whether to have motivational speakers. 
Attendees rate them very highly, but some strongly dislike them. The 
Executive Committee would like to find something better or 
different, if possible, such as team-building activities. 
 We will need to appoint two Audit Committee members closer 
to the time of the Conference. 
 
IV. Officer Positions 
 The Executive Committee talked about devising a strategy for 
handling the midterm resignation of the Secretary-Treasurer. A 
provision exists for the Chairman resigning, but not the Secretary-
Treasurer. Since any candidate for the S-T position must have at least 
one year of experience on the Executive Committee, the number of 
potential candidates is very limited. The bylaws state that the 
Chairman has the power to fill any vacancy until the next Annual 
Business Meeting, and with a resigning officer, the bylaws state that 
the Chairman can appoint a person if there is less than half-year a 
year left on his or her term, but that it must be elected if more than 
half a year remains. 
 We would also like to fill the Past Chair position, since the 
Executive Committee has some new members and some critical 
issues must be worked on this year. The Executive Committee would 
also like to deepen the pool of officer candidates. We would like to 
get more suggestions from the user constitutents, and the Executive 
Committee will make a stronger effort to persuade people to run for 
officer positions. The Executive Committee will suggest the following 
to Maureen as candidates for the Past Chair position: Mike 
Dembowski, Brian Scudder, Beth Blondell, Debbie Bell, Lisa Everden, 
and Kristie Morrison. Maureen can speak to them and make an 



appointment, as the new person needs to attend the November 
Executive Committee meeting.  
 The notion of term limits for the constituency positions was 
discussed. It was moved and seconded to limit constituency positions 
to two consecutive elected terms. A person can run again after 
serving two terms and another person fills the position for at least a 
term. Approved. 
 
V. Merger of MUG Conference With InfoShare 
 The Executive Committee will entertain the idea of a merged 
conference with the FIS InfoShare conference, but wants to hear 
concrete ideas from Pat Valentino. MUG definitely wants control 
over its session content and third-party vendors in the exhibit hall, 
not just those vendors with relationships with FIS. We would 
consider doing it in alternate years. The Executive Committee would 
like to see estimates of hotel and meeting registration costs and ideas 
about how MUG can retain its group identity while enjoying the 
benefits of access to the full range of FIS products. We would like Pat 
to present us with a plan by October 1, explaining the benefits of a 
merged meeting, and, if the Executive Committee sees little value to a 
merger, what we can expect FIS’ future level of support to be. The 
group could then make a decision at the November meeting. 
 The Executive Committee plans to readdress the issue of FIS 
Conference fees, which need to increase. The $150 per full attendee 
doesn’t come close to meeting hotel costs. FIS paid for AV until three 
years ago, which cost about $30,000 per conference. 
 Of the Orlando hotels visited today, the Executive Committee 
liked the Hyatt the best, and will try to move the 2012 meeting from 
Daytona to Clearwater. 
 
VI. Subgroup Reports 
 A. MOSUG, Jane Archibald 
  Jane asked what should be done about those who have 
not paid their MOSUG dues, which simply fund the costs of the 
conference call. Some unpaid members believe they should be able to 
take part even if they haven’t paid. We will see if FIS can provide a 
bridge line, which will make this a moot issue.  



 
 B. NEARMUG, Cindy Voss 
  NEARMUG members discussed the 2010 Conference and 
expressed a lot of unhappiness about the hotel. They are also not 
happy about the prospect of moving forms printing from Moore/RR 
Donnelley to the FIS Output Solutions. The FIS San Antonio center 
does a very good job but the New England one has had myriad 
problems.  
 
 C. INDYMUG, Roger Chalkley 
  INDYMUG heard FIS presentations on Customer Care 
and MISERDoc. Wendy Howard reported that the recorded overview 
release is free. Documentations, MISERHelp, and the SWAT Team 
have moved to Development. Ronnie Chapman did a great 
presentation on FLOW, an FIS loan origination system. 
 The INDYMUG group discussed a potential merger with 
InfoShare and, based on what the limited information they have, are 
not in favor. 
 
 D. CUMUG, Brad Grant 
  CUMUG members focus on strategic issues and want to 
make sure that FIS and MISER do not become a jack of all trades but 
master of none. They are concerned about the slow development of 
new products, and would like better communication from FIS about 
problems in the system. They think they need a better solution for 
problem reporting and resolution than Missile Mail. Users would like 
a picture of current issues and who reported them so those having 
similar problems can contact fellow users. 
 In general, CUMUG members submit few CERs because they 
don’t think many actually go into MISER. Although more go in than 
people think, they usually take a long time to do so. FIS does have a 
fast-track development team for whose services users can pay to get 
critical needs sooner, and any such changes become part of the core 
system. Users have suggested that FIS commit some money to CER 
development. If a task takes three months, but everyone wants it, FIS 
should do it, they believe. 
 



 E. EMUG, Brad Grant 
  This group presented no new items. 
 
VII. Review of Activity Schedule, Phil Pyster 
 Phil put together an updated version of the activity schedule 
and asked everyone to send any additonal items or questions if it 
needs to be adjusted. 
 
VIII. Membership Report, Phil Pyster 
 MUG currently has 110 paid memberships with 216 individials 
on the mailing list. There are 80 financial institutions and 30 vendors. 
A new QRG was published in the Agenda Book. 
 The group went through the delinquent list.  
 Phil presented ideas for a theme and graphic image for the 2010 
conference at the Contemporary. 
 
IX. Adjournment 
 Acting Chairman Higginbotham adjourned the meeting at 7:30 
p.m. 
  
 
 
 
MUG Executive Committee Meeting 
August 19, 2010 
FIS Office, Maitland, FL 
 
I. Call to Order 
 Acting Chairman Earl Higginbotham called the meeting to 
order at 8:30 a.m. Everyone present yesterday was present, plus FIS 
executives as noted. Maureen took part for some of the discussion via 
conference call. 
 
II. 2010 Annual Conference Review/2011 Conference Planning 
 The Executive Committee, along with Sue Schmidt, Jackie 
Roberts, Meredith Gessert, and Pat White of Unisys reviewed the 
session evaluations from 2010 to determine what worked and what 



didn’t. Attendance was balanced equally between IT and business 
operations people.  
 Conference attendees provided many suggestions for topics, 
many focusing on loan functionality. Loans were heavily emphasized 
at the 2010 meeting, which was appreciated by attendees. The open 
forum sessions were extremely well received and have the added 
benefit of making session preparation much less burdensome on FIS. 
With an Executive Committee member and/or an FIS product 
manager to facilitate, and two or three attendees primed with some 
leading questions, the discussions were very fruitful. The Executive 
Committee wants to rely less on FIS for content and provide more 
user interaction on focused topics. FIS can help by providing the 
names of people at institutions that are using specific products 
creatively, and we will give panelists specific questions ahead of 
time. 
 Among the topics suggested were: 
 *ALP Processing on SMARTCollector. This could include LNM 
202/203—delivery report options. 
 *Collections efforts with QuickDialer and how users are 
handling collection problems in general. 
 *How users adapted their loans in the recession. 
 *Investor reporting, LOC, loan servicing, probably with 
Kimberlee Milam and Mark Zucker. 
 *The workings of user groups and how they can work for 
individual institutions. 
 *Team-building session, rather than a motivational speaker, 
possibly with Drum Café, a group that had been discussed two years 
ago. Also suggested was “Pass the ball,” where if you catch the ball, 
you have to say something unique you’ve done in your institution, or 
the same with musical chairs. 
 *Release session should have a lot of content, but not too high-
level. 
 *An expert on future trends in banking and how MISER will 
adapt to those trends in its strategic roadmap. Fred Brothers from the 
FIS Strategic Development Group was suggested to do this. 
 *Investor reporting/multiple participations. 
 *Loan servicing. 



 *Call reporting/AP/GL. 
 *BA, BI/EDW. 
 *Social networking, with user participation. 
 *Top three ways to generate non-interest income/interchange 
fee. 
 *Build a product for loans and deposits.  
 *Maximizing your customer care experience—a working 
session with CC employees, where we pick the top 10 cases and fix 
them during the meeting. Discussion on how to use the Client Portal 
and MISERDoc. 
 *Regulatory session on new banking rules after the 
comprehensive federal financial reform. 
 *Handling charge offs. 
 *Security on MISER-encryption, file transmission, risk 
assessment. Security management is quite varied among users. 
 *Security in general—Windows, systems, IT security, data 
protection. Unisys has tools to detect and prevent intrusion. 
 *CER session with Jerry Nissen and the Development team, 
explaining how the point system works, how people vote, etc. 
 * Reg E and Reg Z, closed-in lending. 
 *Commercial services and account analysis 
 *Fraud/kiting. 
 *Electronic account opening for both deposits and loans 
 *E-delivery 
 *Mobile/SMS banking (texting)—person-to-person payments 
via phones. 
 *Consumer capture. 
 *Client acquisition and retention 
 *Brainstorming session on new account opening—what users 
are doing now, would they would like. 
 *How to do WFL with Gordon Browne—IT operational 
efficiencies, tips, and tricks. 
 *Disaster recovery, business continuity, and ways to save costs. 
 *Vendor management, with emphasis on auditing. 
 *FIS staffing structure—who manages what? For new clients. 
 *A new attendee roundtable. 
 *Regulatory with Sam Teague. 



 
III. Unisys Update, Pat White 
 Pat, a speaker at MUG conferences several times, replaced the 
late Charles Beaufort as the Unisys MISER Liaison. She is very 
excited to work with MUG and very familiar with the group. Unisys 
will continue to be a sponsor at MUG. 
 Unisys has instituted several systems during the past year and 
is working on more. Unisys and FIS want to leverage their 
relationship more fully in all areas of the market. Pat noted that it is 
cheaper to buy Unisys hardware on FIS paper than to buy directly 
from Unisys because of FIS’ leveraged buying power. Pat Valentino 
works closely with the Unisys representative at the Charlotte Data 
Center. They analyze Unisys quarterly financials, which Pat will 
share with MUG members. 
 Pat White believes that Unisys has focused a little too 
exclusively on the MISER core and has broadened its focus to all the 
pieces. They aim to bring solutions to market more cohesively and to 
educate users better about their choices. Pat was asked how MUG 
can help them get the message out to the user base? She replied that 
they should invite FIS and Unisys to their institution for a system 
review. Pat is also willing to do a newsletter article. She can also do a 
Web session, both for new customers and current ones. Subgroups 
can also invite her to speak at their meetings. 
 A new financial services platform is coming out for mid-range 
institutions. This will be announced at the MUG Conference. 
 Roger said that users want more information about the 
Charlotte Data Center. Many users don’t realize how powerful the 
Unisys mainframe there is and the value of the Data Center. 
 
IV. MUG/FIS Issues, Pat Valentino 
   
Pat reviewed recent management changes within the FIS MISER 
Division. Jamie Geschke, formerly of Metavante in the Milwaukee, 
Wisconsin office, who was slated to be Pat’s superior, decided to 
remain in Wisconsin and was replaced by Rachel Landrum. The 
Financial Services Business is led by Anthony Jabbour, and Payments 
Services is led by Frank DeAngelo. Anthony leads two major groups 



within the core, Integrated Solutions, led by Rachel Landrum, and 
Large Financial Solutions, led by Paul Danola.   Large Financial 
Solutions include Systematics, Profile and IBS products.   

General managers reporting to Rachel oversee three major product 
lines: Tere Brun (Bankway, Horizon and Bankline), Pam Clepper 
(BancPac) and Pat (Mercury and MISER). Pat oversees real-time 
solutions  and Shared Solutions (lending solutions across all cores, 
Teller Capture, Connections and Cold Storage), Pam oversees the 
small de novo community banks, while Tere oversees small to mid-
size community banks operating primarily in a batch environment. 
Also reporting to Rachel is Dennis Callagy as head of the Professional 
Services Group, which is similar to the Professional Services Group 
under Metavante and engages in special projects.   

 All these changes happened about a month ago. Pat will 
provide an updated organizational chart. 
 Since real-time banking is very different from batch cores, the 
effort to share solutions across FIS core products will happen more 
among batch products than in real-time systems such as MISER. They 
are trying to bring these solutions to MISER as quickly as possible, 
however. SBALending, for example, has been sent to Strategic 
Products to see if other cores have it so it doesn’t have to be recreated 
from scratch for MISER.  
 The Executive Committee discussed some of the concerns they 
have heard from the user base. Many are still frustrated at how long 
it takes to get changes made to the system. Customers believe it 
should be easier to do business with FIS than with competitors, but 
this is not always the case. The SAMs also seem overwhelmed with 
trying to understand all the acquisitions and new products. Pat 
replied that they are working to improve the SAMs’ strategic 
knowledge, and that FIS is taking a more disciplined and global 
approach to MISER. Pat worked with all the product solutions people 
to build a huge matrix of the products that work with MISER, 
including third-party products. Users would like to see a list of 
current FIS integration, because many are confused as to what 
products are integrated, or not, into MISER. 



 Brad also noted that as a client, he would like to see cost 
benefits associated with staying within the FIS family for systems. He 
sometimes finds that competitors beat FIS on price, even though it 
should be cheaper for FIS to provide them to existing clients. Pat said 
that she isn’t charging for many things, such as transfers between FIS 
and the customer. For example, FLO (FIS Loan Origination) should 
be cheaper than LaserPro because there is no integration cost. She 
said that SAM need to understand these things, and a customer not 
getting satisfaction in such cases should go to the regional SAM or to 
Pat herself. 
 There has also been some problem getting pricing from the 
Pricing Generator. Pat said that while the generator is very fast, the 
paperwork required before it does its calculations is often laborious. 
FIS is working to streamline this process. Users should give the SAM 
more lead time about what they need and allow them to understand 
strategic needs better. 
 There is some conflict in the SAM’s role between serving the 
customer and selling as much as possible. Pat believes that as the 
SAMs understand the big strategic picture better and improve overall 
product knowledge, they will both sell more and meet the users’ 
needs better. She is also trying to fit the right SAMs with the right 
institutions. 
 
V. Executive Update, Pat Valentino 
 A. Sales & Implementation 
  Pat is reorganizing MISER as she integrates it better into 
Rachel’s division. She is trying to bring better business focus to the 
MISER division. Joe Fouse was promoted to Vice President of 
Strategic Planning and Direction for the R-T Solutions Group, 
reporting directly to Pat. He will examine the strategy for MISER 
business, integration of all solutions to MISER, the way MISER 
operates for in-house and service bureau customers, speeding up 
product development, provide training and pricing, improve 
operational efficiency, and marketing. MISER Consulting also reports 
to Joe. 
 Jackie Roberts and Lenn Freeman are strong on Desktop 
Services and MISER, and they now report to Jerry Nissen to work on 



technical product delivery, direction, and integration. They are 
developing a 24-month roadmap for MISER. They are still working to 
improve commercial functionality. FIS aims to anticipate client needs 
and industry trends better than they have been. 
 How do current customers benefit more from Joe’s knowledge, 
such as through process reviews and exploring MISER systems that 
institutions aren’t using? Joe is working with Mark Zucker and Greg 
Komiskey to understand the big picture more and providing a proper 
engagement letter. FIS Consulting is oriented toward helping users 
identify their local market needs, the role of branches and how they 
can be managed in each user’s local area, and which products can 
help them and how these can be set up. 
  FIS also wants to use feedback from customers to examine how 
they can be met strategically. They would like to involve leaders in 
different MISER areas in following up and making changes to solve 
problems. FIS has received positive comments so far. 
 The CSEs will serve to help the user navigate to the right 
products. 
 Pat believes the sales process is too cumbersome and tries to 
demonstrate too many things. Two in-house, credit union clients will 
soon sign contracts and have had a lot of acquisition activity. FIS will 
do case studies to see what they do well and communicate those 
strengths. In general, there is a lot of competition for bank business 
right now and credit unions are a better market right now.  
 Louise Speak has created very good implementations templates 
for acquisitions of which users should take advantage. FIS is also 
doing much less customization for new clients; BA and BI are very 
important in standardizing systems. 
 
 B. Business Initiative Updates  
  FIS would like financial institutions to invite them to a 
strategic planning meeting. Some have already done so and gotten 
great ideas for development. Joe Fouse can visit any institution to talk 
over their strategic plans. Pat is concerned that worries over 
potentially high costs might inhibit users from accepting the 
opportunity to brainstorm. FIS will also revive the focus groups to 



get ideas. CERs affect quality of life issues but don’t drive strategic 
direction. Every core has problems with account opening, Pat noted. 
 The Executive Committee would like to focus on top things the 
users really need and do focus groups to hash them out. It’s good to 
get tactical ideas, such as mobile banking moving as well. Users 
constantly ask each other how they do various things, and MUG 
should track these discussions better. The Executive Committee will 
track user needs better and pass them along to Joe. Users also need to 
communicate more to FIS. Joe did a great session at the 2010 
Conference on property and collateral, which provoked great 
discussion, but only three people turned in suggestions afterward. 
 Brad suggested that the subgroup meetings have a more 
structured agenda, by focusing on their top issues and trying to come 
to some conclusions as to solving them. The Executive Committee 
members can then pass along these ideas to FIS. It would help to 
have a more formalized process. Earl noted, however, that at any 
subgroup meeting attended by an FIS person, the members assume 
that the FIS person is taking notes and passing along suggestions. 
Therefore, Executive Committee members have been charged with 
collecting and bringing forward issues discussed at subgroup 
meetings. Pat wants to work of lists of things to accomplish, be held 
accountable, and document progress.  
 Meredith said that her Client Loyalty Team can help listen to 
users’ problems and collaborate on solutions. Client Loyalty can also 
help structure meetings and do the administrative work, such as 
composing minutes, setting up bridge lines, developing agendas. She 
reports under Gary Norcross and helps all the FIS user groups; her 
role is as a customer advocate. Client Loyalty could help a 
WESTMUG get off the ground and maintain itself, which has been a 
problem in the past. CHUG also needs logistical help.  
 
 C. Product Integration 
  Pat provided a list of items to go into the two-year 
roadmap, with projected delivery dates. These include: 
 
 *Consumer e-banking (Legacy Metavante), March 2011 
 *Teller Capture via BA, May 2011 



 *Cash Manager, March 2011 
 *Scorecard Loyalty Program, March 2011. Relationship rewards 
and card rewards. 
 *Improving integration to Base 2000 Credit Card Host, May 
2011. 
 *Chargeback Manager, real-time integration for returned items, 
December 2011 
 *FLO already integrated to MISER through BA 
 LoanVantage real estate stress testing, May 2011 
 *ACH in process 
 
 Remote commercial capture for ACH is part of the MISER core. 
CCX is integrated for handling transactions, but not the name, 
address, and other information. 
 
VI. Customer Loyalty Survey, Meredith Gessert 
 Meredith distributed a sample survey to users and reported on 
the results. The survey, which was new for MISER users, started in 
May with the Advisory Boards, the Executive Committee, and 
subgroup chairs. It will go out to everyone by November of this year. 
 She surveyed two levels of each organization, the executive 
level and senior management. For executives, the survey focused on 
FIS, and for senior management it focused more on MISER 
performance—client care, release quality, and functionality of the 
system. The Loyalty Team will continue to send surveys to each 
client every year.  If there are negative comments, she will talk to the 
SAM, the business unit, and the customer and find out what success 
will look like to the customer in six months.  
 She surveyed all the FIS cores and MISER had the highest 
response rate of any of them. She got very frank feedback, and the 
high-level results were discussed at InfoShare and in each business 
unit. Gary Norcross also sees the results. 
 Meredith asked the Executive Committee to encourage all users 
to fill out the survey. Although the SAMs picked out the primary 
MUG contact and a senior executive to survey, more than two can fill 
out a survey at the users’ request.  
 



VII. Development/Product Management, Jerry Nissen/Jackie 
Roberts/Lenn Freeman 
 A. 10.1/10.2 Update 
  Jerry has worked on creating a more structured 
management process. He brought in TechExcel’s DevTrak suite of 
management tools to manage the development process.  He is 
developing a library of test scripts, which can be shared with users, 
who can help do the testing and add to a library that everyone can 
share. Jerry is developing the test suites through BA first, then 
through the back end. Automation and regression testing will be 
done simultaneously. By the end of the first quarter of 2011, he aims 
to have everything on DevTrak. Building the test scripts and 
automating tasks takes a lot of time on the front end, but once in 
place, the process will be very fast. 
 
 B. PQRs and Releases 
  In the past, PQRs got lost. In 2009, 35% were quoted in 20 
days or fewer. The new target is to quote PQRs within 20 business 
days, and the user will be expected to test them in a timely fashion. 
This process has changed. So far this year, 81% of PQRs are quoted in 
20 days or fewer. Most PQRs take 103 days to accomplish. 
 Jerry was asked whether he tracks which PQRs become part of 
the core. He replied that part of the quoting process is to ask the 
Product Manager to determine whether it should become part of the 
core, and in general, he wants everything to become part of the core. 
The financial institution pays for it to get into MISER quickly, but all 
users ultimately benefit. He will add to the quote sheet a box 
indicating whether the PQR will become part of the core. He advised 
users to talk to other institutions that might be interested in co-
development before submitting a PQR. 
 They are also working to revise the billing system to make it 
more prompt. There are currently nine different FIS billing systems, 
and these will be consolidated. 
 
 C. Change to Development Schedule 
  Jerry is trying to determine a release schedule that meets 
customer needs. He noted that the .1 releases used to come out earlier 



in the year, and he plans to change the development cycle in 2011. He 
wants to release 11.1 on June 1 and .2 by October 1, and flash the 
year-end and regulatory changes. Until now, .2 has mostly included 
regulatory changes, but 11.2 will have much more functionality. He 
envisions a 60-40 or 7030 split between .1 and .2 in terms of 
functionality, rather than 90-10 as it is now. Because of this change, 
the 11.1 will be a bit smaller than recent .1 releases. The issue has 
been discussed extensively by FIS and even with S1, and he asked the 
Executive Committee for their ideas about this.  
 The big issue is if the .2 releases include a reorg, which is 
burdensome. He replied that generally it won’t involve a reorg, but 
some will. Earl said that for a large institution, for a reorg on October 
1, they need a three-day weekend to install it and there are fewer 
such weekends available with the holidays. Lenn told S1 that FIS 
would put most of the transaction changes in .1 to limit the impact on 
them. 
 Some users would love an April/September release schedule. 
Generally, in-house users prefer an earlier .1 release, and service 
bureaus don’t care so long as they avoid installation on Christmas 
and Thanksgiving. Many service bureau customers have multiple 
institutions on a prod, though, which can complicate things. The 
Executive Committee will ask users what they think.  
 Many users are unhappy with the six-week delay between the 
FIS and S1 releases. They should come out virtually together. Lenn 
summarized the process of how FIS and S1 work together. Jana 
Weiner, the S1 liaison, begins publishing transaction changes to the 
vendors early in the process of development. S1 may take part in 
every joint roundtable, although they do not have the opportunity to 
join the meetings with BA. But vendors get the code two weeks after 
code cutoff. S1 has had the code since March 15, with a few minor 
subsequent changes. And very few significant transaction changes 
are made beyond the month after code cutoff. S1 has access to the 
database file, the Web site, and specs. FIS has monthly calls with S1, 
and has made every effort to reduce the impact on S1. Jerry is 
working on tighter integration with BA, however, and he thinks the 
problem with S1 will only get worse. What seems to take the most 
time for S1 is the need to retrofit the custom screens. 



 FIS has implemented a 24-month rolling calendar, with one 
year of technical changes and one year of strategic changes.  
 Jerry said that the earlier you install the .2 release, the more 
flashes you have at year-end. A lot of regulatory changes don’t come 
until August. 
 
 D. Regulatory Communications 
  Jackie handed out a list of proposed regulatory changes.  
One important one is that only the purchaser of HELOC loans needs 
to report the transaction, not the seller. Reg Q, which affects 
commercial business, has been proposed for repeal. Overdraft 
protection guidance will play a major role in the changes to come. 
 Jackie is available for subgroup calls regarding regulatory 
issues, and she expects to have quarterly calls on this topic at some 
point. FIS has created a team to deal with regulation across the cores 
and a person is assigned to real-time systems. 
 
 E. 10.2 Overview 
  Among the items to be included: 
 *Releasing aggregate interest reporting for 1099 INT and OID. 
 *Year-end process will change and there will be a new 
program. 
 *Practices for TX ID numbers will have to change. This is a 
major change. 
 *Masking of Tax ID numbers on statements. Users need to 
check with their print vendor if they don’t use FIS. There are very 
few form changes, however. 
 *A few electronic file changes. 
 *Credit bureau reporting—variable interest rate indicators 
 *SMARTCollector has a lot of changes in overdraft lists, Q 
status, and an improved toolbar. 
 
 E. 11.1 Highlights 
  Featured items for 11.1 will include: 
 *Blended rates on deposits 
 *Improved rate history management 
 *Change jar 



 *ECHO will now include LOC 
 *Payment processing for LOC 
 *Application/transaction-level reporting on cross-collateral 
 *LTV reporting on cross-collateral 
 *PCI compliance issues—masking of debit cards numbers for 
ACH 
 *Changes to FIS interface to FIS credit cards 
  
 In BA, changes will include: 
 *Loan origination staging table prototype 
 *Teller Capture 
 *Teller recycler integrator 
 *Application consistency exercise 
 *Several SMARTCollector functions, such as credit cards, 
enhanced security permissions, and permanent assignment of 
accounts. 
 
VIII. Adjournment 
 Acting Chair Earl Higginbotham adjourned the meeting at 5:50 
p.m. 
  
 
 
MUG Executive Committee Meeting 
August 20, 2010 
FIS Office, Maitland, FL 
 
I. Call to Order 
 Acting Chairman Earl Higginbotham called the meeting to 
order at 8:00 a.m. Everyone present yesterday took part, plus FIS 
executives as noted. Maureen participated in parts of the discussion 
via conference call. 
 
II. FIS Executive Update, Pat Valentino/Sue Schmidt/Carol 
Breslin/Meredith Gessert 
 A. InfoShare Discussion 



  Earl asked if Pat intends to combine the MUG and 
InfoShare meetings (where MUG becomes part of the larger 
InfoShare meeting) or merge them (running them back to back). Pat 
said she doesn’t have an “intent,” but it will be much easier for FIS to 
continue funding MUG if the meetings are together, and there are 
advantages to MUG users if they have access to the other FIS product 
groups. Other core groups have met at the beginning and end of 
InfoShare, and everyone participates together in the middle. By 2013, 
she is not sure she can continue to fund InfoShare and MUG 
separately. She wants the MUG Executive Committee to decide on a 
combined or merged option. However, Earl noted, the impetus for 
merger comes from FIS, not MUG, as MUG members are happy with 
the meeting as it is. 
 Some subgroups are completely against a merger, others have 
mixed feelings, and everyone wants to know more about what such a 
meeting would look like, so overall the Executive Committee is open 
to the idea, but wants a concrete plan from FIS for a joint meeting. 
 The Executive Committee insisted that a merged meeting 
would have to include total control over meeting content for the 
MUG portion, which Pat guaranteed would be the case, and a trade 
show with independent vendors, which Pat agreed could be in a 
separate room in the MUG area. We would also like a cost estimate 
for registration, hotel fees, etc. It is important that MUG needs to 
maintain its independent identity and have more user-driven 
content. The Executive Committee asked for an initial plan by 
October 1 and to discuss it further, with some specific ideas in place 
at the November Executive Committee meeting. This would be sent 
to MUG users for discussion and we can then make a firm decision 
by the February meeting. They also would like Sue to remain the 
main meeting liaison at least through 2013. If the meeting does 
merge, the Client Loyalty Team would take over meeting planning 
and on-site registration from Crow-Segal.  
 Pat said that she doesn’t want to change the MUG meeting, just 
bring the two meetings together for cost savings and the opportunity 
for MISER users to see the full suite of FIS products, to perhaps come 
up with a different way of organizing the conference. Brad said that 
such a change can be a bit like a conversion—there is resistance to 



change by some parties, the resident experts are no longer resident 
experts on the new system, but in the end the change works better. 
He believes it’s up to the Executive Committee and other leaders of 
MUG to maintain the group’s unique identity, and to make sure it’s a 
good change for all users, not just to go along with what FIS wants. 
Cindy and Jane believe the users need to make the decision, 
ultimately, based on concrete facts. Jane had been through a similar 
assimilation with S1’s conference and it didn’t work very well at first. 
Brad believes, however, that it is up to the Executive Committee, 
based on thorough user input and factual analysis, to make the 
decision and make the merged meeting work. 
 
 B. Meeting with Rachel Landrum 
  Rachel was able to meet with the Executive Committee 
and talk about issues concerning MISER. She shared one of her goals 
is to bring products from across FIS to MISER and aims to minimize 
the number of “silos” across the company. She invited ideas and 
discussion from all users. 
 Brad suggested that FIS products should be cheaper for MISER 
users than those of competitors, and that the dual role SAMs must 
play as salesperson and advisor sometimes conflicts. He did note that 
there has been an improvement over the past year with his SAM. 
Rachel said that FIS is moving SAM in the direction providing the 
best products for the client and that client needs come first. They will 
emphasize FIS products, but must understand if a client is price-
sensitive, wants to remain with another company’s product, etc. FIS 
will switch out CSEs and SAMs if necessary to preserve a productive 
relationship.  
 
III. Product Support 
 A. Customer Service Levels, Matt Rothlein 
  Customer Care closed 75% of cases, 2400 out of 3200 
logged, during the last quarter. More than half of these closed in two 
days or fewer. Customer Care is working closely with Development 
to get clear answers about the status of cases. 
 A bulletin was sent to in-house customers asking them to 
inform Customer Care when their installations for release testing 



were done. Earl asked whether Customer Care could publish 
everyone’s installation date, because if he knows that a lot of users 
are installing on a certain date, he can avoid it. Matt replied that 
Customer Care has this data, but Pat is wary of publishing too much 
user data publicly. Carol will talk with her about this issue. The 
Executive Committee thought that even knowing how many users 
are installing in a given weekend would be helpful. 
 Matt noted that the Client Portal has a new “Contact us” link 
that generates a pdf document listing who to contact in Customer 
Care or other product areas.  
 The number of cases logged electronically has been increasing, 
with 51% of cases last month and 58% so far this month, logged 
electronically. He recommended that users identify high-priority 
problems in the summary line when logging cases online, and even 
to call for critical or high-priority items, just in case the server goes 
down for any reason. 
 Customer Care can post resolutions or a visible note if a user 
desires. Earl would like the internal status of cases posted in a note, 
which would encourage more use of the Client portal. Jane finds that 
it is hard to find older cases. 
 For security reasons, the time-out time is 15 minutes, both for 
users and internally for FIS. 
 
 B) New CER Process, Carol Breslin 
  Carol provided a handout explaining the process. BA 
CERs are now part of the process, though they are voted on 
somewhat differently. The Executive Committee prefers to keep BA 
CERs separate from CERs for the core system. 
 Three CER meetings are scheduled for September and about 
half the users have signed up. The first one takes place September 8. 
 
 C. CSE Update, Carol Breslin 
  CSEs deal with tactical and operational issues with users 
and oversee all FIS business, not just MISER. They call customers 
along with the SAMs, and both can clarify how to set up meetings. If 
you have a project with FIS, Carol said to make sure your CSE 
knows. This program has been rolled out to all users. 



 Carol was asked what is happening with E-Gistics, the third-
party COLD system. She replied that they have a beta tester and that 
users should contact their SAM if they are interested in using it. It is 
much faster than the old system, and should be ready by the first 
quarter of 2011. 
 
 D. Release Documentation, Wendy Howard 
  Wendy noted that looking at base loans on MISERHelp is 
slower than most other areas because it is the biggest book. She is 
looking at ways to reduce its size to make it faster for users. 
 She reported that MISERDoc for the 10.1 release is posted, and 
the new BIHelp is running. The release notes for MISERHelp in 
HTML are available on the Portal. She will do an update next week, 
including BI release notes. 
 Wendy asked if anyone is forced to use the downloadable files. 
Roger said that he doesn’t want all his employees to go into the 
Portal, as some unauthorized people may try to change parameters. 
Wendy is investigating a tool that enhances only the online version 
but not the downloadable file. She will maintain the downloadable 
file, but won’t maintain the same enhancements. 
 As of July 1, her team became part of the Development team, 
although Wendy still works closely with Client Services. She reports 
to Karen Revelle. 
 Wendy will send a bulletin informing users that when you run 
a search, double-click the “Back” button to get back to the search 
results. 
 
 E. Release Training, Bryan McKnight 
  A recorded release overview will be made available on 
the Web site this Monday. Users will also be able to see a calendar of 
classes on the Web-X site. Hands-on sessions for front-end users are 
available as well. He should get the S1 release on September 1. 
 End-user training with a hands-on lab is available to users, 
allowing trainees to walk through the various transactions in a 
virtual environment. He will inform users of this option in a bulletin. 
 New CBT titles have been added to the e-library. He is open to 
suggestions for a training roadmap. 



  
IV. Production Control, Gary Henriques 
 Production Control is getting ready for release procedures and 
has sent bulletins asking users to submit platforms for testing. The 
testing schedule will be published next week. He would like releases 
to start earlier and condense them into fewer weekends. BA and 
Xyquad are on time for testing. S1 has given Gary time slots starting 
on November 3, so he has only a two-week window to get them 
installed. 
 There are some variables this year, as American Federal has 
become a service bureau institution and will be added to A-Prod. 
Parkview Federal, the oldest MISER institution, will also convert to 
service bureau but will be on its own Prod. Parkview has a very 
heavily customized environment and they want to standardize their 
system. 
 Some customers are testing the 10.1 release using the full 
database files. These institutions are finding some glitches not found 
in QA and these are being addressed. 
 Gary has met with development several times to discuss 
several changes to the year-end process. He will send a bulletin to in-
house customers within two or three weeks concerning year-end. He 
has had ten calls with Fidelity Output Solutions to discuss how to 
make the transition from Donnelley/Moore, which will probably 
happen for good this year. FOS will let him know by August 31 
whether the conversion can be made. Gary has given them all the 
parameters for the job. The centering and the volume of forms, along 
with special circumstances for various customers, are the main 
sticking points. The San Antonio center will handle it if the decision 
is made to go ahead. The East Coast center is a company-wide 
problem that FIS is addressing. 
 
V. 2011 Conference Planning 
 Sue and Meredith spoke with the Executive Committee in more 
detail about the upcoming conference and the idea of merging with 
InfoShare. Next year’s will be the 30th anniversary meeting. We 
would like to expand the list of potential sessions after consultation 
with the subgroups, and Jackie and Joe will also help with ideas. Sue 



will email Executive Committee members a list of session ideas after 
this meeting. 
 The Executive Committee would like to discuss other ideas for 
the conference theme. Some ideas included the idea of 
“illumination.” The Tuesday night event will take place at Epcot. 
 The group discussed having an informal cocktail party for the 
late Larry Singletary on Monday evening at 8:00, as well as 
memorializing Larry and Charles Beaufort at the opening session.  
 With regards to FIS funding the MUG meeting, the Showcase is 
the biggest cost (about $30,000), and it creates a lot of expense and 
duplication of effort given that FIS has MUG, InfoShare, and another 
conference over a three-week period. It is also a drain on human 
resources. Three of the six cores are here in Orlando. Very few MUG 
members attend InfoShare, but Rob Landrum of First Trade Union 
Bank reported to NEARMUG that he loved it.  
 Phil is negotiating with Hilton to move the 2012 conference 
from Daytona to Clearwater. We won’t be executing any contracts for 
the three Orlando hotels visited for 2013, and CSM’s management 
contract will reflect a more administrative role.  
 
VI. Adjournment 
 Acting Chair Earl Higginbotham adjourned the meeting at 
12:00 p.m. 
 
 


